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THANK YOU FOR SHOWING INTEREST
W E  A R E  P R O U D  T O  I N T R O D U C E  A L E X I  T H E  D J  A N D  H I S  W O R K  T O  Y O U .

We (Alexi The DJ) take care of all your sound, lighting and entertainment needs for
any event or function and are based in Johannesburg, up to date we have played for
well over 500 events and have 25 years experience in the entertainment industry, we
cater for all genre’s, specialising in English, Afrikaans, Greek, Spanish, Italian and
Portuguese. 

We come highly recommended and have played at venues and clubs across Europe
and the African continent, we guarantee professionalism and top quality service in all
that we do.

We like to meet with clients prior to events in order for us to work on the order of
events for the evening and the play list together, we do have a stencil that we work
with when it comes to music, but we always like to ask clients for a list of music
genres they like or dislike, in order for us to work on "their" playlist.

We would like to formally thank you for your business, and kindly ask you to consider
us for your current, and any future events.

Here is what you need to know.
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R 19,500.00
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A minimum of 1 nights accommodation including breakfast from any hotel or BnB.
Accommodation must be preferably on the premises or within 5 -10 mins drive from the venue.
AirBnB, any tolls, fuel or insurance costs shall be be forwarded to the client making the booking.
Alexi The DJ makes the necessary AirBnB and travel bookings himself, he will first forward all booking details for approval prior to confirming, and will then
forward an invoice to the client for payment.
Should you wish to make the accommodation booking yourself? This won't be a problem, but, prior to confirming the booking please forward images and
accommodation location via google maps to Alexi The DJ for approval.

This package includes:
1 Alexi The DJ,
1 Sound Engineer,
1 Lighting Engineer.
10 Hours of DJ time,
1 Ceremony PA System,
1 Canapés PA System,
1 Wedding Reception Audio and Visual System.

Package 3 has an allocated 10 hours of DJ time with the first hour beginning from the start of your ceremony, should we exceed those hours, then any further
hours will be charged at our R 1,500.00 per hour over time rate.

We charge R6,50 per kilometer for venues further than 100km from our offices in Bedfordview, We request that you provide us with the name and address of
your venue, and then we’ll do a round trip distance calculation from our offices. Please keep in mind that for the safety of our team, we request
accommodation if the venue is further than 150 kilometers from our offices.

For a detailed breakdown of all the equipment we use for the ceremony, canapés and wedding reception, please revert to pages 3, 4, and 5. Please keep in
mind that we continually upgrade our equipment to keep up with audio and visual technology and as you make your booking in advance there is a slight
possibility that the equipment on the pages mentioned will change, should this be the case we will inform you well in advance.

For information purposes we have included our recommended equipment layouts for various venues on page 11.

Should you require an additional sound system for a musical performance then we charge R 3,500.00 for a digital mixing console, cordless microphones and
an engineer, please keep in mind that the sound equipment will depend on what is required, therefore this fee is subject to change.

If your event is to be held outside of Johannesburg then we request:
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JBL EON ONE COMPACT RODECASTER PRO

APPLE IPAD PRO SAMSON XPD2SHURE SM58 WIRELESS

Ceremony Setup

JBL EON ONE COMPACT 

This is the equipment we are currently using for all
ceremonies, the layout depends on the venue you
have chosen, therefore it is difficult to show an exact
floor layout. 

We try to eliminate cabling as much as possible so
the IPAD and the microphones connect to the Rode
Caster Pro wirelessly, and then a signal is sent to the
battery operated JBL Eon One Compact speakers. 

By doing so we eliminate the need for excessive
amounts of cabling and untidiness, keeping your
ceremony neat and elegant.  

Equipment Breakdown:
1 x RODECaster Pro Podcast Mixer,
2 x Samson XPD1 Headset - USB Wireless System,
2 X Shure SM58 Wireless Microphones,
4 x JBL Eon One Compact 100 Watt Speakers,
2 x Samson LS2 Speaker Stands,
1 x 12.9" Apple IPAD Pro 256gb (WiFi & Cellular),
1 x 12.9" Apple IPAD Pro Magic Keyboard.
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JBL EON ONE COMPACT 

APPLE IPAD PRO

SAMSON XPD2

Canapés Setup

JBL EON ONE COMPACT 

This is the equipment we are currently using for all
canapés, the layout depends on the venue you have
chosen, therefore it is difficult to show an exact floor
layout. 

We try to eliminate cabling as much as possible so
the IPAD and the microphones connect to the JBL
Eon One Compact speakers wirelessly. 

By doing so we eliminate the need for excessive
amounts of cabling and untidiness, keeping your
ceremony neat and elegant.  

Equipment Breakdown:
2 x Samson XPD1 Headset - USB Wireless System,
4 x JBL Eon One Compact 100 Watt Speakers,
4 x Samson LS2 Speaker Stands,
1 x 12.9" Apple IPAD Pro 256gb (WiFi & Cellular).
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CHAUVET INTIMIDATOR 360 SPOT & 
AMERICAN DJ AIRSTREAM DMX

RCF HDL 20A LINE ARRAY 700 Watt SPEAKER 
RCF 8006AS 18" 2500 Watt ACTIVE SUB WOOFER

PIONEER CDJ 2000 NXS 2 & DJM 750 MK2 MIXER

SHURE SM58 

APPLE IPAD

Reception Setup
This is the equipment we are currently using for wedding
receptions, the layout depends on the venue you have
chosen. 

Sound Equipment:
2 x RCF HDL 20-A Line Array 700 Watt Active Speakers,
2 x RCF 8006-AS 18" 2500 Watt Active High Power Sub,
4 x JBL Eon One Compact 100 Watt Speakers,
3 x Pioneer CDJ 2000 Nexus 2,
1 x Pioneer DJM V10 Mixer,
1 x HYBRID DJ Table Facade (White Colour),
2 x 13-inch MacBook Pro 2.4GHz quad-core i5 processor,
2 x Shure PG 58 wireless/roaming microphones.

Lighting Equipment:
4 x Chauvet Intimidator Spot 360,
4 x Hybrid HSS 9.4B LED Parcans,
4 x Rockville Totum Stands,
1 x Rockville DJ Table Facade (White Colour),
1 x Avolites Titan One USB Lighting Interface,
1 x American DJ Airstream DMX Bridge Interface,
1 x RB-DMX1 Lighting and Music Interface,
1 x Apple IPAD Mini 32 gig,
1 x 12.9" Apple IPAD Pro 256gb (WiFi & Cellular),
1 x 12.9" Apple IPAD Pro Magic Keyboard. JBL EON ONE COMPACT

APPLE MACBOOK PRO
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For information purposes, below are images of different equipment layouts we have had at
various venues, upon our first meeting we will discuss the floor layout in more detail.



Alexi The DJ is a leader in the wedding industry, boasting years of
experience and a ton of specialised expertise in the niche that is Greek
entertainment.

From beginning to end you are in the hands of a dedicated set of individuals,
his combined team of audio and visual engineers, operators and music &
video editors, give specialised individual attention to each of their area of
expertise.

We have developed a detailed system over the years, ensuring that each
wedding or event receives the personal touch that it requires. 

We work hard to convey the atmosphere and storytelling of your wedding and
all the effort we put in, takes place on wedding day, photographers and
videographers have hours of post production time to get it right, however we
only get one chance to make sure that your wedding is a success.

We would like to formally thank you for your business, and kindly ask you
to consider us for your current, and any future events.

W E  T H A N K  Y O U
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